
Produce a series of images that responds to the idea of ‘transitions’ within the landscape.
Work on this assignment throughout the course. Record the changes that a part of the
landscape undergoes over an extended period of time. You may want to revisit a very
specific view or you may choose to explore a particular part of the landscape more
intuitively.
You may wish to photograph at very specific intervals (monthly, weekly, or even daily)
or your routine may develop by other means. The quantity of work that you submit will depend on your particular 
strategy.
When completed, the assignment should address the notion that the landscape is an
evolving, dynamic system. You may wish to confirm, question or subvert this assertion.
Your assignment should be accompanied with a reflective commentary (minimum 300
words) on how your project developed and how or whether it has affected your ideas
around landscape.

From <https://peterhungerfordld.wordpress.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=1156&action=edit> 

Possible themes

Emotional Practical/rational

Wolves

Financial

Land use

Geographical 

Metrologically

Relationship Local v. Tourists v. Second home dwellers

Political

Romansch v. Walser

Research into Agriculture to Tourism

Mountainworks (Montafon)

For the last 10 years, the ongoing series Mountainworks has been developed in relation and 

response to mountains as places of both real and imaginary exploration. Until now, the 
series was framed by its continued commitment to one particular alpine community, 
Engelberg. Mountainworks (Montafon) is the first new chapter in this sustained enquiry into 
our complex relationship with mountainous landscapes. Through photography, video and 

sound, the work investigates both historical and contemporary notions of the sublime and 
the complications that term evokes in relation to current climate politics. This underpins 
investigations into the ways we look after the places temporarily in our care, as well as the 
processes of maintenance carried out by the mountain industries that facilitate and shape 

the reciprocal relationship between environments and our use of them. In these works, the 
mountain stops being the purely natural environment that we know from romantic 
representations and becomes a stage where we are introduced to the machinations 

necessary to establish a subtle balance between our desire for control and our attachment 

to the idea of nature as wild. 

From <http://www.melaniemanchot.net/category/mountainworks/ > 

Out of Bounds, 2016
Out of Bounds was made in the alpine landscape of Engelberg in Switzerland. 
Manchot accompanied two alpine rescue service teams on their daily work routine.
Staged as two separate large-scale projections, Out of Bounds follows the unseen 
labour of alpine workers in Engelberg as they perform the routine daily tasks that 
allow the winter sports industry to function. In sequences of mesmerising, endless 
choreography played out on the snowy mountain slopes, one team arises early to 
detonate controlled avalanches after fresh snow falls, and the other, a group of 
piste-bully drivers, flattens and compresses the mountain snow every night as if with 
an enormous iron. The films reflect Manchot’s long fascination with the historic shift 
in the perceptions of mountains, initially as horrifying, fearful places to the aesthetic 
appreciations of the Sublime, and now our contemporary desires for playgrounds of 
leisure and activity.

From <https://www.galerie-m.com/artist_info_en.php?aid=170&aname=MelanieManchot> 

Abstract

READ ONLINE

During the last decade, agriculture has lost its importance in many European 
mountain regions and tourism, which benefits from attractive landscapes, has 
become a major source of income. Changes in landscape patterns and elements 
might affect scenic beauty and therefore the socio-economic welfare of a region. 
Our study aimed at modeling scenic beauty by quantifying the influence of 
landscape elements and patterns in relationship to distance. Focusing on Alpine 
landscapes in South and North Tyrol, we used a photographic questionnaire 
showing different landscape compositions. As mountain landscapes offer long 
vistas, we related scenic beauty to different distance zones. Our results indicate 
that the near zone contributes by 64% to the valuation of scenic beauty, the 
middle zone by 22%, and the far zone by 14%. In contrast to artificial elements, 
naturalness and diversity increased scenic beauty. Significant differences 
between different social groups (origin, age, gender, cultural background) 
occurred only between the local population and tourists regarding great 
landscape changes. Changes towards more homogenous landscapes were 
perceived negatively, thus political decision makers should support the 
conservation of the cultural landscape.

From <https://doaj.org/article/bdb32cb5a1f246409149a0b16acdf41e> 

Cultural landscapes are combined work of man and 
nature. In 1992, the World Heritage Convention 
adopted the cultural landscape in the World 
Heritage List. In Asia, the ongoing urbanization and 
rural-urban migration have threatened the 
continuing cultural landscapes as people leave their 
homes. Tourism has brought new challenges and 
opportunities to these areas, while its impacts on 
the cultural landscape are inadequately researched. 
This paper aims to fill the gap through case studies 
of two subtropical rice terraced field cultural 
landscapes in China’s highlands. A stakeholder 
approach is applied in understanding the attitudes 
and practices of different agents towards terraced 
fields and traditional villages. Mixed method 
research, including researching secondary materials, 
in-depth interviews, participant observation, and 
questionnaire surveys were conducted on local 
households and other stakeholders. The continuing 
urbanization process threatens the cultivation 
traditions by displacing agricultural livelihoods, rural-
urban migration, and enabling young generations to 
abandon work on the farmlands. Tourism may slow 
down the loss of terraced fields by providing 
alternative opportunities and attracting people to 
return from the cities, while the commodification in 
tourism businesses also led to dramatic changes to 
the village landscapes. The continuing cultural 
landscapes are created collaboratively by people and 
nature, and by the collaborative practice of people. 
Effective management policies on cultural 
landscapes must put their creators and their 
livelihoods at the center rather than the physical 
manifestations. Tourism and conservation policies 
should evaluate the interests of all stakeholders and 
their behavioral consequences on cultural 
landscapes.

Abstract
Traditional cultural landscapes are of special value not only for reasons of nature conservation and high 
species diversity but also because they intersect with the identity of local communities, support 
recreation and tourism, and preserve cultural heritage. Structural changes in rural areas threaten these 
unique sceneries and environments in Europe and worldwide. As a result, the question of how to 
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landscapes must put their creators and their 
livelihoods at the center rather than the physical 
manifestations. Tourism and conservation policies 
should evaluate the interests of all stakeholders and 
their behavioral consequences on cultural 
landscapes.

From <https://journals.openedition.org/viatourism/5491> 

Abstract
Traditional cultural landscapes are of special value not only for reasons of nature conservation and high 
species diversity but also because they intersect with the identity of local communities, support 
recreation and tourism, and preserve cultural heritage. Structural changes in rural areas threaten these 
unique sceneries and environments in Europe and worldwide. As a result, the question of how to 
maintain and manage cultural landscapes where economic benefits are not assured has become a 
priority in science and in practice. Considering this context, community -based collaborative landscape 
management (CLM) can be considered an innovative and promising approach. This paper presents 
results from a stakeholder analysis examining the preconditions and opportunities for initiating a CLM in 
the biosphere reserve known as ‘Spreewald’. The results indicate that due to the type of problem 
(landscape change)—which is characterised by complexity, beneficial linkages to a multitude of actor 
groups, and broad problem awareness—CLM appears to be feasible. However, other preconditions 
related to social relationships among actor groups, questions of legitimate coordination and the 
collaborative capacity of the community are not met, thus reducing the likelihood of success. To address 
these challenges, we discuss the potential of transdisciplinary processes (TD) to assist local communities 
in establishing such a collaborative problem-solving and management approach. We show that TD is 
highly valuable and supportive during this critical stage of emerging collaboration.

Introduction

From <https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00267-019-01205-3> 

erefore, tourism should be included in the discourse of modern cultural landscapes. This 
notion extended Plumwood’s concept of collaborative cultural landscapes by adding a 
social domain. In a tourism context, the continuing cultural landscapes are created 
collaboratively by people and nature, and by the collaborative practice of people. 
Tourism policies should evaluate the interests of all stakeholders and their behavioral 
consequences on cultural landscapes. Further studies should focus on the social 
construction of cultural landscapes, and the effects of local power relations in the 
process.

From <https://journals.openedition.org/viatourism/5491> 
CONCLUSION Nature scepticism and idealism are deadends in the quest for a route to an ecologically-
sensitive humanities consciousness. Culture reduction ism cannot distinguish between presenting the 
zone of nature as one of options and trade-offs, and treating it as foundational enabler whose sur vival 
must constrain our choices. I have tried to suggest ways we might develop alternative accounts of 
nature that start from our ecological con text, taking account of what is valid in the indigenous, anti-
dualist, and sceptical critique of nature and discarding the idealist and human-cen tered elements. Our 
argument aimed to show that concepts of nature need not involve the denial of indigenous presence in 
the land, that we can reject nature/culture dualism without rejecting difference and limits, and that an 
ecological recognition of nature as a zone of limits need not sup port a conservative agenda naturalizing 
social injustice. Perhaps we are closer to being able to reconcile ecological, indigenous, and radical social 
change projects. That has been my aim

06Ethics11-2plum.qxp (psu.edu)

Microsoft Word - Wendy_Beatty_Exegesis_FINAL 1.docx (deakin.edu.au)

My research involves exploring James Benning’s (2007) notions of looking, 
John Berger’s (1972) aesthetic principles, and ecological feminist theories by 
Carolyn Korsmeyer (2004) and Val Plumwood (1993) that unsettle traditional 
Cartesian perspectives and unpack power relations in social and political 
structures. The theoretical context of this research also draws on Merleau-
Ponty’s phenomenological thinking to help move towards communicating 
experience and an affective response to place. It enlists Karen Barad’s 
concepts of agency, agential realism and notions of ‘intra-action’, and 
Barbara Bolt’s theories of perception and performance in relation to 
material practice. I further situate my practice in relation to contemporary 
artists who all negotiate the Tasmanian landscape through their 
photographic practices: Anne Ferran’s feminism, Christl Berg’s archaeology, 
and Brooke Andrew’s indigenous ways of knowing

Cultural landscape is a term used in the fields of geography, ecology, and heritage studies, to describe a 
symbiosis of human activity and environment. As defined by the World Heritage Committee, it is the "cultural 
properties [that] represent the combined works of nature and of man" and falls into three main categories: [1]

"a landscape designed and created intentionally by man"1.
an "organically evolved landscape" which may be a "relict (or fossil) landscape" or a "continuing landscape"2.
an "associative cultural landscape" which may be valued because of the "religious, artistic or cultural 
associations of the natural element."

3.

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_landscape > 
t. Tag classification considered eight types, four of which typified the 
landscape while four typified social reactions or interests. These 
eight types were: “natural landscape”,when the predominant 
elements photographed referred to natural landscape features such 
as vegetation or bodies of water; “rural landscape”, when the 
predominant elements referred to rural landscape features such as 
agriculture or fishing tackle in bodies of water; “cultural 
landscape”,when the predominant elements referred to cultural 
landscape features such as historic or artistic monuments and 
buildings; “urban landscape”, when the predominant elements 
referred to urban landscape features such as towns, streets and 
roads; “recreation and social situations”, when the predominant 
elements referred to recreational experiences such as cycling, 
sunbathing or picnicking; “facilities and infrastructures”, when the 
predominant elements referred to trails and related facilities such as 
vantage points, birdwatching hides or car parks; “emotional 
reactions”, when the predominant elements referred to particular 
atmospheric or light conditions creating attractive views such as 
sunset, dawn or rain; “disturbing elements”, when the predominant 
elements referred to elements or behaviours that threatened or 
diminished conservation values, e.g. littering, crowded areas or car 

parking in prohibited spaces (Table 3).

From <https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/geo-2019-0046/html> 

A cultural landscape is a reflection of human adaptation and use of natural re sources and is often 
expressed in the way land is organized and divided, pat terns of settlement, land use, systems of 
circulation, and the types of structures that are built. The character of a cultural landscape is defined 
both by physical materials such as roads, buildings, walls, and vegetation, and also by use reflecting 
cultural val ues and traditions”

4B - Julie McGilvray.pdf (thcfriends.org)

Thirteen Recommended Landscape Characteristics Natural Systems and Features Spatial Organization 
Land Use Cultural Traditions Cluster Arrangement Circulation Topography Vegetation Buildings and 
Structures Views and Vistas Constructed Water Features Small Scale Features Archeological Site

Abstract
In terms of land use, agriculture is still important in shaping the appearance of 
the cultural landscape. For the tourism industry as well as for the local 
population, aspects of landscape are becoming ever more significant. The 
perception of landscape among farmers plays a decisive role in the 
implementation of the multifunctional task of agriculture, which is anchored in 
the Swiss Federal Constitution. To investigate this issue, selected farmers in 
three different communities in Central Switzerland took photos on their farms 
with single-use cameras, following the method of reflexive photography. Those 
pictures later served as a stimulus for problem-centered interviews. The 
interviews were evaluated using qualitative content analysis and were 
discussed within Bourdieu's theoretical framework of habitus and of symbolic 
capital. Results show that in all three communities farmers regard cultural 
landscape as a process resulting from their work. Further aspects of a regional 
habitus emerge from the different communities.

From <https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08941920.2015.1058995> 

PLACE AND IDENTITY

The impact of European landscape transitions on the provision of landscape services: an explorative 
study using six cases of rural land change | SpringerLink

The goal of this paper is to assess what implications landscape transitions have for the provision of 
landscape services, and whether these changes can be related to specific drivers of change. Landscape 
transitions are reported for six case studies which represent a range of various European rural 
landscapes. We demonstrate that different types of services, i.e. provisioning, cultural or supporting 
services, are affected in different ways. For this purpose Holmes’ conceptual framework for the use of 
the rural space, appeared to be convenient to explain the observed landscape transitions and resulting 

shifts in landscape services (Holmes 2008). Although the changes in landscape elements do affect the 
services—in this assessment in particular the cultural services —spatial data alone is insufficient to 
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landscape services, and whether these changes can be related to specific drivers of change. Landscape 
transitions are reported for six case studies which represent a range of various European rural 
landscapes. We demonstrate that different types of services, i.e. provisioning, cultural or supporting 
services, are affected in different ways. For this purpose Holmes’ conceptual framework for the use of 
the rural space, appeared to be convenient to explain the observed landscape transitions and resulting 

shifts in landscape services (Holmes 2008). Although the changes in landscape elements do affect the 
services—in this assessment in particular the cultural services —spatial data alone is insufficient to 
assess the impacts of landscape transition on landscape structure and pattern. The landscape pattern is 
probably most diverse in the ‘multifunctional’ mode of land use in the centre of Holmes’ triangle. Many 
policies however drive towards either production, protection or consumption, tending towards less 
diverse landscape patterns, which can presumably be related to a decrease in cultural services.

From <https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10980-018-0765-2> 

Cool to Warm Transitions

From <https://petapixel.com/2020/08/21/the-power-of-transitions-a-theory-of-landscape-photography/> 

Dark to Light Transitions

From <https://petapixel.com/2020/08/21/the-power-of-transitions-a-theory-of-landscape-photography/> 

Big to Small Transitions

From <https://petapixel.com/2020/08/21/the-power-of-transitions-a-theory-of-landscape-photography/> 

Within a single image

Final Thoughts
Not every image needs or even suits the transition outlined above. A luminous 
high key image, such as a tree in snow, will be visually processed from light 
areas in the periphery to the darker tree branches. But it’s worth paying 
attention to how size, light and colour transitions influence how our images are 
perceived.
Likewise, transitions go beyond the three explored above. Sharp to soft 
transitions can also be used to enhance how your image is experienced. 

Sharpness naturally fades the further away a subject is—just take a look at 
distant mountain ranges next time you go hiking. So with your foreground and 
midground in focus, you might not opt to capture a frame focused at infinity, and 
instead mirror that natural clarity transition. Likewise, when sharpening for the web, 
you might exclude sunrise clouds from the final sharpening process to draw more 
attention to the sharper foreground and guide the viewer’s eye from near to far.
All these techniques can help the viewer to spend more time viewing your 
work and directly affect how your images are processed. What elements will 
receive more attention? What secondary elements can be enhanced to offer 
context and make the subject more memorable?
I’ve never been a fan of theory for theory’s sake. So I encourage you to be 
mindful of the concepts explored above—not all are appropriate all of the time. 
Instead, take time to appreciate the influence of transitions on how our images are 
experienced. Take time to critically apply theory (both in the field and in post -
processing) in service of your creative vision.

From <https://petapixel.com/2020/08/21/the-power-of-transitions-a-theory-of-landscape-photography/> 

Landscape changes and the processes driving them have been a critical 
component in both research and management efforts of savanna systems. These 
dynamics impact human populations, wildlife, carbon storage, and general 
spatio-temporal dynamism in response to both anthropomorphic and climatic 
shifts. Both biophysical and human agents of change can be identified by 
isolating their respective spatial, temporal, and organizational contingencies. 
However, we argue here that a significant portion of savanna research has either 
considered humans as exogenous (e.g., via enacting regional or broader policies) 
or somewhat spatio-temporally removed from the system (e.g., as in many 
protected areas with limited current human habitation). Examples from African 
savanna research and particularly those systems of southern Africa are thus 
reviewed and used to model a stylized or prototypical savanna system and 
contingencies. Such an approach allows for a richer socio-temporal integration of 
theories and data on past biophysical and human histories to facilitate an 
improved framework for understanding savanna systems and their complex 
contingencies as socio-ecological landscapes.

From <https://doaj.org/article/42dd90d8b4054fd885925391e21aafbc> 

Negotiating the complexities of place: Peggy's Cove, tourism and Swissair 111 - ProQuest (oclc.org)

TWO STRANDS Moving through time  but 
interconnected - DNA
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TOURSIM - SPACE - FARMERS - PLACE?

"it is symbols and identities that define [place]"

Peggy's Cove is thus represented to be a
place of rugged natural beauty and the imagined pleasures of a simpler time. Tourists
visit Peggy's Cove in order to experience a landscape that is unique; one they will not
35
encounter elsewhere. Such images situate the tourist gaze in certain ways; tourists
will look for the precise images and experiences they expect to see and have, and
generally ignore any contradictions. Similarly, Alneng's concept of the touristic
phantasm suggests that through the process of imagination—which is influenced by
the repertoire of narratives and images available through media and other
communication technologies—tourists create understandings of how destinations will
appear/smell/feel before they experience them

touristic phantasm—in which, as Alneng describes, spaces and experiences become
represented and constructed in ways that tourists imagine them to be.

Conclusions and recommendations Overall, the respondents’ answers confirm the relevance of the 
landscape as a central element in the visitor experience, especially in its dimension of visual experience, 
conceptualized by Urry (2002) as “the tourist gaze”. The results show that visitors revealed a rather 
passive absorption or immersion in the village context and an aesthetic perspective of the experience 
(Pine & Gilmore, 1998), what indicates that the perceptions of visitors about the landscape are an 
essential element for their satisfaction with the experience.

031-1_8FinalORTE_AnaLavrador.pdf (unl.pt)

Friedrich Engels (1820-1895) states in his “Dialectic of Nature” that “motion is the mode of existence of matter. Never anywhere has 

there been matter without motion, or motion without matter, nor can there be.” Everything is in motion, there is no absolute stillness. 

Space is the frame of reference against which we verify the movement of objects and the change in the relationship of distance 

between them. And time is the dimension in which the events of the movement are sequenced. Without movement, there is neither

space nor time.

Landscape is space, time and movement, but the dynamics of time seems to be adjusted to the particularities of each place and to 

the characteristics of its movement. Thus, for example, in a landscape crossed by a road, space is continuously torn by vehicles, 

making the transformation of the landscape perceptible for an interval of time; in each car –mobile space cells – travellers will have a 

psychological perception of time relative to their condition or state of mind, while on the margins of the road time seems sentenced to a 

deceptive stillness. No movement, no landscape.

Although chronological time is universal, allow me the license to mentally imagine this landscape crossed by multiple time lines, 

vectors that are projected into space with different directions and rhythmic pulses, creating at times and places a strident 

counterpoint, which will finally be resolved harmoniously. Movements that will be as obstinate as the sequence of an explosion 

engine, the gentle passing of the hours of the day or a long chord sustained throughout a season…

A still image of a landscape will be a unique instance of space and time, a synchronic cut in the history of the elements present in 

the framing of the proposed space, which traps an instant of the flow of time and freezes a representation of the relentless 

mutations of form.

This idea of time trapped in the image is present in Walter Benjamin’s concept of the “aura”: a particular and unrepeatable plot of 

space/time that remains and inhabits the image and that confirms – although in a somewhat poetic way – the space-time singularity in 

the landscape photographed. Barthes speaks of the “temporal punctum” in photography, as a confirmation of the intensity of time, a trace of 

the existence of a moment that “has been”, and that as an invisible puncture – hidden in form – reveals to the viewer of the present an instant 

of the past “stuck” in photography.

A photographic image sections the vectors of movement that cross the landscape, reducing them to simple points that do not 

always reveal the direction or sense of that movement. The landscape stops and becomes a static form trapped in the two 

dimensions of the photograph. Without movement the landscape empties, loses depth and texture. Photography does not even 

represent the promise of the experience of the real place. The denoted image can be altered by superimposing new layers of 

meaning. The landscape photographed derives into a kind of canvas on which anyone can project the experience of invented or 

idealized places (see tourist postcards).

Built from fixed images taken at regular intervals, time-lapse compresses a long period of time (hours, days, or months) into a few 

seconds, creating an illusion of movement on the screen that makes observable changes that may otherwise be imperceptible to 

the viewer.

In TRANSITIONS, I have used a landscape simulated by means of a time-lapse to create a space in which to project a sound 

experience and reflect on the relation of sound to the image. How does audio reception condition the reception of the visual 

message? Can we use sound to introduce new time vectors into the photographed image and reconstruct the texture and depth lost 

by the landscape? How does music alter the connoted message of an image? Does the spoken voice have the same effect as the 

written letter on the meaning? Does the alteration introduced by external elements to the image in the reception have a permanent 

effect on the viewer? Does the photograph lose its referential value when its meaning has been manipulated through sound or 

music? Is this still photography?

From <https://blaslandscape.wordpress.com/2018/11/26/899/#more-899> 

Fellow student Jonathan mentioned Stephen Wilkes’ work in our recent Landscape hangout and I find 
his work absolutely stunning. Wilkes spends a lengthy amount of time at his locations with his tripod set 

Day to Night ™ | Stephen Wilkes Photography
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his work absolutely stunning. Wilkes spends a lengthy amount of time at his locations with his tripod set 
up and photographs the same scene every time something interesting or new enters the scene. Some of 
his images were composed over a 36 – 48 hour interval. He then edits down to about 50 images and 
proceeds to layer them in order to come up with a single image.

From <https://lyndakuitphotographylandscape.wordpress.com/2019/03/25/stephen-wilkes/> 

eauchamp Art Gallery (T)

Abstract no.6
SKEIR, SHAWN
36 x 36 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)

Abstract Trees no.2
SKEIR, SHAWN
40 x 30 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)

Abstract Trees no.4
SKEIR, SHAWN
40 x 30 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)
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DNA Landscape no.16
SKEIR, SHAWN
30 x 40 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)

DNA Landscape no.18
SKEIR, SHAWN
48 x 48 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)

DNA Landscape no.19
SKEIR, SHAWN
48 x 48 po
Galerie: Beauchamp Art Gallery (T)

DNA Landscape no.3

From <https://beauchampartgallery.com/collections/skeir-shawn> 

Photographers recommended by Chris

Paul Hill on Photography

LANDSCAPES 1979 - 1989
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Paul Hill on Photography

After living and walking in the Peak District of Derbyshire for five years, Paul decided to use the 
immediate landscape around his home to explore his relationship with the area and to see if, by using a 
small format camera and a mid-grey tonal range, he could create a 'different' landscape photography 
aesthetic. The fine detail and tonality of images made with large format cameras would be challenged by a 
more 'gritty', gestural approach that used a similar strategy of framing and vantage point begun 
in Prenotations 1974-1978.

From <http://www.hillonphotography.co.uk/projects.php> 

Richard Misrach | Pace Gallery Richard Misrach graduated from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1971 with a BA in Psychology.
For over 40 years, Misrach has photographed the dynamic landscape of the American West through an environmentally 
aware and politically astute lens. His visually seductive, large-scale color vistas powerfully document the devastating 
ecological effects of human intervention, industrial development, nuclear testing and petrochemical pollution on the natural 
world. His best known and ongoing epic series, Desert Cantos, comprises 39 distinct but related groups of pictures that 
explore the complex conjunction between mankind and nature. Otherworldly images of desert seas, rock formations, and 
clouds are juxtaposed with unsettling scenes of desert fires, nuclear test sites, and animal burial pits. The most recent 
chapters capture the highly charged political climate following the 2016 US presidential election through photographs of 
spray-painted graffiti messages scrawled on abandoned buildings and remote rocky outcroppings in desolate areas of 
southern California, Arizona, and Nevada.
Other bodies of work include Golden Gate, a careful study of times of day, weather, and light around San Francisco’s famed 
bridge; On the Beach, aerial views of individuals and groups against a backdrop of water and sand; Negative, ravishing 
landscapes and seascapes in a reversed color spectrum; Destroy This Memory, a haunting document shot with a 4-megapixel 
pocket camera of graffiti found in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; and Petrochemical America, an in-depth examination of 
petrochemical pollution along the Mississippi River produced in collaboration with landscape architect Kate Orff.

From <https://www.pacegallery.com/artists/richard-misrach/> 

Patrick Nagatani - Offical Website

JOHN PFAHL : Janet Borden Inc.

Interesting treatment of images Nuclear

John Pfahl was born in New York on 17 February 1939. He was raised in 
Wanaque, New Jersey.

He received both his BFA and his MA from Syracuse University. An acclaimed 
professor of photography, Pfahl was a full Professor at the Rochester Institute 
of Technology and has for many years been a Visiting Professor at the 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. His early series, “Altered 
Landscapes,” has had a lasting impact on contemporary photography’s view 
of optical and spatial

Pfahl’s major retrospective, A Distanced Land: The Photographs of 
John Pfahl was organized by the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in 1990 and 
toured to Chicago, Los Angeles, and Atlanta. He received an Honorary 
Doctorate from Niagara University that same year. His work is included in all 
major collections of photography, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art; 
Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; 
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, 
and more.

Pfahl was an early adapter of new digital photographic procedures both in 
printing and for digitizing his negatives. He resides in Buffalo, New York with 
his wife of fifty years, the artist Bonnie Gordon.

From <http://janetbordeninc.com/artist/john-pfahl/> 

John Pfahl - Altered Landscapes - Exhibitions - Joseph Bellows Gallery

In his series Altered Landscapes, Pfahl physically changes the environment, fabricating the view to 
question our perception of the landscape through added elements that reference mark-making devices 
associated with photographs, maps, plans, and diagrams. These gestures sometimes repeat strong 
formal components; fill in information suggested by the scene, or act upon information external to the 
photograph itself. The picturesque scenes are at once interrupted and completed by the artist’s 
involvement in creating the photograph. These gestures sometimes repeat strong formal components; 
fill in information suggested by the scene, or act upon information external to the photograph 
itself. The picturesque scenes are at once interrupted and completed by the artist’s involvement in 
creating the photograph.

From <https://www.josephbellows.com/exhibitions/john-pfahl2> 

John Hinde

The following prints are available directly from us
Enquiries please email info@abadie.co.uk

Annalong Harbour, Co 

Down, N Ireland by John 

Hinde
(Code NI4)

Copyright John Hinde Collection 

/ John Hinde Ltd
Approx. 1960-1975

24"x19"

Edition of 12

37"x30"

Edition of 10

Enquiries please EMAIL US 

HERE

John Wilfrid Hinde (17 May 1916 – 26 December 
1997)[1] was an English photographer, whose 
idealistic and nostalgic style influenced the art of 
postcard photography and was widely known for 
his meticulously planned shoots.
Born in Somerset, England, his interest in colour 
photography arose during the 1940s. From the 
later half of the 1940s to the middle half of the 
1950s, he entered the circus life, where he met his 
future wife. However, he soon returned to 
photography and, in 1956, he left the circus and 
founded John Hinde Ltd. in Dublin to produce and 
distribute his colour pictures of Ireland. Hinde's 
most famous work is that of the Butlin's holiday 
camps, in which he portrayed a welcoming and 
jubilant environment. In 1972, he sold his company 
to pursue his love of painting. The Irish Museum of 
Modern Art recognised his work with a 
retrospective in Dublin in 1993. In 1997, Hinde 
died in Dordogne, France. At the time of his death, 
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The Vale of Glenariff, Co 

Antrim, N Ireland by Edmund 

Nagele

(Code N50)

Copyright John Hinde Collection 

/ John Hinde Ltd
Approx. 1960-1975

24"x19"

Edition of 12

37"x30"

Edition of 10

Enquiries please EMAIL US 

HERE

The Beach, Greystones, Co 

Wicklow, Ireland by John 

Hinde
(Code 226)

Copyright John Hinde Collection 

/ John Hinde Ltd
Approx. 1960-1975

24"x19"

Edition of 12

37"x30"

Edition of 10

Enquiries please EMAIL US 

HERE

From <https://www.johnhindecollection.com/john_hinde_print_sales.html> 

most famous work is that of the Butlin's holiday 
camps, in which he portrayed a welcoming and 
jubilant environment. In 1972, he sold his company 
to pursue his love of painting. The Irish Museum of 
Modern Art recognised his work with a 
retrospective in Dublin in 1993. In 1997, Hinde 
died in Dordogne, France. At the time of his death, 
millions of his postcards had been sold worldwide.

From 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hinde_(photographer
)> 

Alec Soth Rambling through Eggleston’s Democratic Forest ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Kj6efh1mSH4)

1.

From <https://peterhungerfordld.wordpress.com/2021/04/30/assignment -6-transitions-initial-version-for-feedback/> 

William Eggleston: The Democratic Forest
Selected Works
Text by Alexander Nemerov
Over the course of nearly six decades, William Eggleston—often referred to as the “father of color photography”—has 
established a singular pictorial style that deftly combines vernacular subject matter with an innate and sophisticated 
understanding of color, form, and composition.
Eggleston has said, “I am at war with the obvious.” His photographs transform the ordinary into distinctive, poetic 
images that eschew fixed meaning. Though criticized at the time, his now legendary 1976 solo exhibition, organized 

by the visionary curator John Szarkowski at The Museum of Modern Art, New York—the first presentation of color 
photography at the museum—heralded an important moment in the medium's acceptance within the art-historical canon and 
solidified Eggleston's position in the pantheon of the greats alongside Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Frank, and Walker Evans.
Published on the occasion of David Zwirner's New York exhibition of selections from The Democratic Forest in the fall 
of 2016, this new catalogue highlights over sixty exceptional images from Eggleston's epic project. His photography is 
“democratic” in its resistance to hierarchy where, as noted by the artist, “no particular subject is more or less 
important than another.”
Featuring original scholarship by Alexander Nemerov, this notable presentation of The Democratic Forest provides 
historical context for a monumental body of work, while offering newcomers a foothold in Eggleston\s photographic 
practice.

From <https://www.davidzwirnerbooks.com/product/william-eggleston-the-democratic-forest-selected-works> 

The Democratic Forest: Selected Works is an 

assortment of photographs from a much larger collection of the same 
name, and the book is an admirable introduction to Eggleston’s unnerving 
ability to allow the familiar to reveal its strangeness. How he does it 
remains a mystery. In the documentary, a young French journalist attempts 
to ask him about his art and receives only a desultory response after long 

silences. The Democratic Forest is all about silences: there are 
few shots in the 68 plates that suggests human interactions: in one, four 
passengers in a bus smile at one another—perhaps because they’ve 
spotted a man with a camera pointed at the lurid yellow vehicle in which 
they are traveling.

From <https://www.lensculture.com/articles/william-eggleston-selections-from-william-
eggleston-s-masterwork-the-democratic-forest> 

Not frontal but up and down

MyVillages

Feel of photos - similar to Eggleston but more landscape 

Myvillages, the collective behind ‘Setting the Table: Village Politics’, was set up in 2003 by Kathrin Böhm, WapkeFeenstra and Antje Schiffers. On their website the 
group give an indicative statement about the exhibition: it seeks, they write, to ‘equip the gallery as a space from where toaccess our and your own interest and 
knowledge about the rural’.
The choice of ‘where’ - not ‘which’ - chimes. For in ‘Setting the Table’, the quiet upstairs of the Whitechapel Gallery becomes a wide ‘where’, as disparate voices, experiences, 
objects, and means of production ask us to engage with the premises we bring to the rural, and to the gallery. Across a wordsearch, a tractor tyre, a vending machine, a video 
installation and a mocked up village shop, the gallery space unfolds map-like, as ‘our ... your’ and many others come together with ‘our ... your’ multiple and distinct ‘interest and 
knowledge’.
The first room of the exhibition kicks us off playfully. The ‘International Village Wordsearch’ spans one wall with a jumble of villages across the world. It’s simple, until it isn’t. 
Grein, Simla, Raalte, Celo Karmnow: we’re made instantly aware of the knowledge or lack of that we bring to the rural, and the walls of the gallery become, or fail to become, a 
geography under the application of our interest. In the centre of the room there’s a used tyre, its tread worn and impacted with earth. I walk around it, lean in, never touch. My 
deference is quickly exposed when a group of teenagers enter and immediately drape themselves over it. It’s a used tyre. I sit on the floor, back to the gallery wall instead.IDEA 
OF SIMPLICTY OF PRESENTAION 
In ‘The Rural’, a critical collection that accompanies the exhibition, Böhm and Feenstra note the importance of ‘questioning our knowledge and systems of knowledge production 
as a foundation for questioning our imagination of the rural’. As the exhibition progresses, this enjoyable provocation of the gallery viewer becomes more insistently focused on 
the economic realities of the rural. A battered vending machine contains slots with products in them - horse milk soap, little bottles of tonic - which we’ll see across the exhibition. 
A label, jarringly new against the aged metal, says that it takes €2. I have euros, but move on, nervous of interfering with the installation.
We’re made aware of the kind of assumptions - in my case, gallery-reverential idiocy - that we bring to the rural and the economic realities of rural experience. A video installation 
is made up of rural communities showing their experiences of production. Hungarian watermelon farmers grapple with rock bottom prices, labouring on their smallholder plots. In 
‘Farmers and Ranchers’, young Coloradan and Dutch farmers visit each other and trade knowledge: the Dutch farmers dig dirges to protect against climate change; an American 
boy indicates quietly the strain of the Coloradans: ‘they’re not serious all the time like we are in America’.
In the final room of the exhibition, goods that we’ve seen variously created or displayed come together in the ‘International Village Shop’. The Freesian horse milk soap; linseed 
oil ‘cooling towers’; a giant pestle for preparing fufu; a stack of the tonics, made in Dagenham and Barking with fruit picked in Kent; a ‘sleeping bag for potatoes’, produced 
collaboratively by locals of Neuenkirchen and design house FUCHS+FUNKE. The centrepiece is a communal table, and together with the gathered wares, it’s a culmination of 
the bounded plurality, the rooted polyvocity that guides the exhibition. And the table is dominated by a glass display case, protecting small items including a water bottle, nearly 

IDEA OF SIMPLICITY V. 
COMPLEXITY OF 
PRESENTATION -
DISCUSSION
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the bounded plurality, the rooted polyvocity that guides the exhibition. And the table is dominated by a glass display case, protecting small items including a water bottle, nearly 
all drunk. It’s a reminder of the contrivance of this shop, of the responsibility of engaging with an awareness of difference, a sense of ‘our’ and ‘your’ knowledge.
A semi-transparent curtain creates a permeable boundary between The International Village Shop and the gallery. The exhibition similarly opens negotiably outwards: to ‘The 
Rural’; to the functioning International Village Shop, in which you can actually buy many of the items on display here; to the ongoing collaborative and global projects organised 
by Myvillages. ‘“Rural art is …” will remain an unfinished sentence throughout this book’ write Böhm and Feenstra in ‘The Rural’. We’re encouraged to participate in that ongoing 
discussion in our engagement with ‘Setting the Table’ and the continuing work of Myvillages.

From <http://thisistomorrow.info/articles/myvillages-setting-the-table-village-politics> 

Myvillages, Setting the Table: Village Politics, Installation view, Whitechapel Gallery, 2019, Courtesy the 
artists and Whitechapel Gallery
The artist collective Myvillages was founded by the artists: Kathrin Böhm, Wapke Feenstra 
and Antje Schiffers in 2003. Activities range from small scale informal presentations to long 
term collaborative research projects, from work in private spacesto public conferences, from 
exhibitions to publications and from personal questions to public debate. “Our interest is the 
rural as a space for and of cultural production. The collective aims of Myvillages are informed 
by the participatory nature of our individual practices and the autobiographical fact that we all 
come from small villages.

From <http://www.dreamideamachine.com/en/?p=47268> 
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